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Marc Yeats  is  a composer and visual artist. His  uncompromising music has been performed, commissioned 
and broadcast around the world. He has  worked with many distinguished performers, ensembles  and 
musicians  including Psappha, the London Sinfonietta, the Endymion Ensemble, Paragon Ensemble, the 
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra, Hallé Orchestra, Tokyo City Philharmonic 
and Gewandhaus Radio Orchestra, among others.

Marc’s  visual art has  been exhibited and collected across the UK and abroad. He has paintings  in the 
collections of several public galleries in Scotland including An Tobar, An Tuireann and The Pier Art Centre, 
Orkney. The Swiss art dealers Stampfli and Turci represent his work.

Marc is an artistic assessor for Arts Council England.

In April 2010, Marc was appointed Composer-in-Association with Manchester Pride.

Current Projects: ‘on a theme of Hermes’ - a dramatic, responsive, interactive music and word 
installation delivered through a smartphone, and the Coastal Voices Commission for the opening ceremony 
of the Olympic Sailing Events in Weymouth and Portland, ‘sturzstrom’
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about
Marc Yeats  is a composer and visual artist. His 
uncompromising music has received performances and 
broadcast around the world including The Edinburgh String 
Quartet (UK), the Chamber Group of Scotland (UK), Psappha 
(UK), Richard Casey, Stephen Combes, the London 
Sinfonietta (UK), the Endymion Ensemble (UK), Lonba 
(Argentina), Paragon Ensemble (UK), the Scottish Chamber 
Orchestra (UK), illegal harmony (UK), 175 East (N.Z.), Sarah 
Watts, SCAW (UK), Sarah Nicolls, Federico Mondelci, the 
Commonwealth Sinfonietta (UK), Contempo Ensemble (Italy), 
Rarescale (UK), The Scottish Clarinet Quartet (UK), Symposia 
(UK), the New York Miniaturists  Ensemble (USA), Trio IAMA 
(Greece), The International Concert Brass Soloists 
(Switzerland), Dirk   Amrein (Germany) Expatrio (UK), Chroma 
(UK), Kokoro (UK), Consortium5 (UK), Ensemble Amorpha (UK) 
the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra (UK), the Hallé Orchestra and 
Chorus (UK) conducted by Sir Mark Elder, Tokyo City 

Philharmonic (Japan) and Gewandhaus Radio Orchestra (Germany), with broadcasts  on BBC Radio 3, BBC 
Radio Scotland as well as German, EU, Hawaiian, Japanese and New Zealand radio.

 
Please go to: LISTEN to hear Marc’s music

                      INTERVIEWS for video interviews

                      CATALOGUE  for a full list of works and recordings

                      LINKS for further listening, links and partners

STOP-PRESS – New Commissions!

SATSYMPH have just received a major Arts  Council Grants for the Arts  (GftA) Award (with the PRS for 
Music Foundation and PVA MediaLab) to realise ‘On a Theme of Hermes’, a geo-located contemporary 
symphonic work.
SATSYMPH is  a 3-way collaboration between composer Marc Yeats, poet Ralph Hoyte and coder Phil 
Phelps. As SATSYMPH we are at the forefront of creating geo-located soundworlds  that enable users  with 
no technical ability whatsoever to access and experience contemporary symphonic works  in new contexts 
in relation to the environment. ‘ON A THEME OF HERMES’ is  an original full-scale contemporary 
symphonic work which fuses contemporary music and contemporary poetry in an entirely new and 
innovative way, and, moreover, one which has a truly unique method of delivery. ‘On a Theme of Hermes’ is 
user-directed and geo-located. It responds  to location, to where the user is. It morphs, changes, according 
to what the user does. This is  an entirely new music/poetry paradigm. We have chosen the theme of the 
Greek god ‘Hermes’ as  he is, traditionally, messenger of the gods, guide to the Underworld, patron of 
thieves, liars, of literature and poets, as well as of boundaries (and those who, as in this  project, “travel 
across  them”). These attributes  of his quicksilver nature give us massive scope for weaving symphonic 
stories around him and for integrating classical and contemporary allusions and illusions, words and music.
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‘sturzstrom’ (Olympic Opening Ceremony (Weymouth and Portland sailing events) 2012)) New choral 
work commissioned by Coastal Voices is an umbrella project that explores  the Jurassic Coast with newly 
commissioned compositions by Marc Yeats, John Surman, Billy Bragg and John K Miles. Linking music and 
earth sciences through the voice, the project aims to stimulate coastal communities  to examine the unique 
relationship with the geology and forces  that shape their environment. Stretching from Poole to East Devon, 
Coastal Voices aspires to raise the standard of local choirs, school choirs and individual singers  of all ages, 
culminating with performances at the opening ceremony of the Olympic events in Weymouth and Portland, 
Dorset in July 2012.

2010 Highlights:
In 2010, Marc was appointed Composer-in-Association with Manchester Pride and included the world 
première of ‘schlick’s approximation’, for clarinet, violin & piano (Festival commission) premiered on the 
27th August by the ensemble CHROMA at the Cosmo Rodewald Concert Hall, Manchester University.  
‘rhêma’ (2010) for harpsichord, commissioned by BBC Radio 3 was premiered by Mahan Esfahani in 
Leeds, October 2010 and broadcast in March 2011. In December, ‘Conversational Geometry’ for tenor 
trombone, amplified acoustic guitar and piano was premiered in Switzerland and recorded for Swiss Radio 
with Dirk Amrein, trombone, Maurizio Grandinetti, Gitare, Jürg Henneberger, piano.

2011 Highlights:
2011s Pride Chamber Music festival heard the second performance of ‘rhêma’ (2010) for harpsichord, and 
the premiere of ‘Eris’ for flute and viola. Premieres  of ‘shadow and the moon’ with Kokoro in 
Bournemouth, ‘strange geometry’ with Trio IAMA in Berlin and   Nicosia, and ‘farben studie’ with 
ensemble amorpha in the BFI on London’s South Bank, as well as substantial commissions  for 
‘sturzstrom’ (2011) and ‘on a theme of Hermes’ with SATSYMPH.
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What others have said about Yeats’ work:

“Marc Yeats’ musical voice is quite unlike anything else; the music is 
challenging to both performers and audiences, and very communicative. 
He produces extraordinary compositions that not only look and sound 
good, but demonstrate a very high level of academic learning, while being 
breathtakingly original.” Sir Peter Maxwell Davies

Click HERE to listen to Sir Peter Maxwell Davies in conversation about Marc Yeats’ PAGAN II for 
orchestra before he conducted the work with the BBC Philharmonic.

“Yeats’ instrumental roles are demanding, pushing every player to extremes of agility. The intensities of 
expression are not empty extravagances, however, but the comment of an expressionist drama that exudes 
the passion and life-energy of their creator.” Piers Helliwell

“Refreshingly unfettered in concept – it’s something of a tour de force” Lynne Walker, The Independent on 
The Round and Square Art of Memory

“He uses his  orchestra resourcefully; fresh and intriguing colours, but he uses his  musical time even more 
resourcefully, never allowing the ear to lose track of the changing and evolving ideas.” The Scotsman on 
The Round and Square Art of Memory

“Yeats  has a strikingly individual feel for the texture of an orchestra, yet it’s never in all-purpose avant-garde 
alienated tones. But this is the second fabulous piece I’ve heard from this  emerging composer, and if there’s 
more where that came from we have a major new British talent on our hands.” David Fanning, The 
Telegraph on The Round and Square Art of Memory

“That Yeats has  something to say in the wild 
shrieking music is beyond question. He hurls 
himself at the sound with an admirably pure 
and savage impressionism.” The Scotsman 
on The Anatomy of Air

“… he unleashes every shade on the palette, 
and continually pushes instruments, textures 
and dynamics to extremes. “The Herald on 
The Anatomy of Air”

“The orchestral work ‘I See Blue’, is 
startlingly original in its  structure and 
orchestration, using brass and bass drum to 
unexpected and powerful effect, with 
dazzling combinations of string and wind 
colour.” Sally Beamish

“Marc Yeats is one of the most exciting 
composers I have encountered in recent 
years. His ability to use maximum with all 
timbres of the instrument, whilst never 
sacrificing the very heart of the music, gives 
the musician many challenges which are 
exhilarating to discover.” Kathryn Stott

“The sheer noise of the percussion section through which Kathryn Stott somehow managed to make the 
piano audible set a new decibel level for this  hall. Yet one felt an original creative mind at work, not just a 
bruiser but a maverick with some kind of purpose.” Michael Kennedy on The Round and Square Art of 
Memory 
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VOX review: Sarah Watts, Park Lane Group Young Artist Concerts, Purcell Room, South Bank Centre, 
London: VOX was premiered by and written for Sarah (Watts), with the intention of depicting as many 
voices  as the instrument is capable of. In Sarah’s hands  the instrument spat, grumbled, screamed and sang 
throughout. Making use of the altissimo range of the instrument at every turn, this  has  to be one of the most 
demanding yet effective works  in the repertoire, both musically and technically.” Sarah James, Clarinet 
and Saxophone Magazine

Yeats is  largely self-taught, though he has received support and encouragement from Maxwell Davies after 
attending his composition summer school on Hoy some years ago. He is  also a painter, and the possibility 
that the audio and visual aspects  of his  creative imagination are linked in some way should not be ruled out. 
Yeats is an experimental composer in his  own highly individual manner, and this is reflected in almost all his 
recent scores. ‘a waiting ghost in the blue sky’ was the most ‘advanced’ music on offer at this year’s 
Festival, yet the confidence with which Yeats  deployed his  material ensured a warm reception. John 
Warnsby – Festival Review: St Magnus Festival – 16 – 21 June 2000

The genesis  of his work stems  from two major influences on the composer. Yeats’ own initial musical 
experiences delineate nostalgia for the English Pastoral School (exemplified by Bax, Vaughan Williams and 
Moeran) casting an acute emotional impression and a diametric opposite; matched by his  passion for and 
fascination with avant-garde expressionism and 
experimentalism awakened from the 1960s and 
’70s. Being also an acclaimed landscape painter 
Marc Yeats’ work with colour, form and texture 
inform his ideas on musical construction and 
content. As  his  illustrative aptitude intensified he 
observed: ‘I moved decisively from representational 
to abstract art. With a rising technical repertoire, so 
too grew my conviction of creating an individual 
compositional language by exploring these modes 
in a musical context. In I am Nature, both threads 
are transformed through my “painterly ear” to 
assimilate and evoke a very personal, natural and 
unselfconscious outpouring of sound. On first 
hear ing, the mus ic may seem arb i t rary, 
improvisational or even chaotic. This is  not the 
case. Consciously the music doesn’t operate within 
the logic of number series, motific development, 
Fibonacci-based proportions, functional harmony, 
magic squares, tone rows or any of the customary 
gamete of compositional techniques. Another 
rationale is operative; a personal logic rooted in 
“self experience” of the techniques and processes 
of abstract painting.’ Excerpt about Yeats’ work 
from ‘I am Nature’ edited by Keith Evans
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Awards, Prizes, Commissions and Bursaries (selected)

1994 Hoy Summer School, SCO, Sir Peter Maxwell Davies – attendance bursary
1994 Scottish Arts Council Summer School and Travel Bursary.
1995 Scottish Arts Council Composer Bursary.
1995 Scottish Arts Council. Attendance fees for the Association of British Orchestras Conference.
1996 Scottish Arts Council Composer Bursary.
1997 Scottish Arts Council Composer Bursary.
1997 Commission – St Magnus Festival – 25 minute orchestral piece for the SCO
1997 Hope Scott Trust Composer Bursary (for 3 years).
1997 Scottish Arts Council Commission for visual art ‘Resound’ project.
1997 Prize winner – Next Millennium International Composers Award, Japan.
1999 The Arts Trust of Scotland – travel expenses for Italian performance.
1999 Commission – BBC – 32 minute orchestral work for the BBC Philharmonic and Kathryn Stott
1999 Commission – The London Sinfonietta – ensemble piece
2001 Commission – Kathryn Stott – solo work for saxophone
2001 Five Islands Project – Colour Songs: The National Lottery Access and Participation Scheme.
2001 Commission – Sarah Watts – solo work
2002 Commission – Hebridean Music Workshops SAC lottery funds – 40 minute ensemble work
2002 Commission – Hebridean Music Workshops – SAC lottery funds – 5 watercolour paintings
2002 Commission – ensemble piece – 175 East, New Zealand
2003 Commission – Lonba, Argentina – ensemble piece
2004 Commission – An Tuireann – Stillness in movement – 60” ensemble piece
2004 HI~Arts – Artist’s creative bursary
2005 Commission – Henri Bok – solo work
2005 Commission – Rotterdam Conservatorium – orchestral work
2005 First prize – international composing competition, WBCC, Rotterdam, Holland
2006 GO EVENTS – grant towards development of website music download facilities
2006 Hope Scott Trust – Funding towards the production costs of the new CD opera – Haar
2007 Commission – Scottish Clarinet Quartet – work for 4 bass clarinets and percussion
2007 Commission – Symposia – work for 4 instrumentalists and digital sound-track
2007 Commission – SCAW – new work for bass clarinet, piano and electronic sound-track
2007 Commission – Trio IAMA – new work for flute, cello and piano
2007 Scottish Arts Council – Professional Development Grant – developing new dance music.
2007 – 2009. An extensive list of commissions specifically referenced in Yeats’ music biography.
2008 Hallé Orchestra with My Blood is as Red as Yours for World Aids Day
2009 Arts Council England – Grants for the Arts – collaborative locomotive GPS music/word fusion.
2009 Kokoro – commission, ‘shadow and the moon’ for sextet.
2009 BBC commission. rhema for harpsichord circa 10mins. In total.
2010 Announced as Composer-in-Association with Manchester Pride
2010 1 of 5 shortlisted composers with PRSF NMA (Turner Prize for music) with SATSYMPH
2011 Commissioned work for Consortium5 recorder quintet for 2011 – ‘the bone eating snot flower’
2011 New work ‘crowded rooms’ for 14 instrumentalists for Leeds University in March 2011
2011 New commissioned work for silent film with Ensemble Amorpha (amorpha_shorts) for 2011
2011 Commissioned work ‘Eris’ for flute and viola Manchester Pride Music Festival 2011
2011 Commissioned work for massed choirs ‘sturzstrom’ for 2012 Cultural Olympiad (Coastal Voices)
2011 Commissioned work SATSYMPH – on a theme of Hermés



Membership and Affiliations
1993 – 1996 Member of the Skye and Lochalsh Arts Council.
1995 – Member of the Performing Right Society.
1995 – Member of Mechanical Copyright Protection Society.
1996 – Nominated to full membership of the Composers’ Guild of Great Britain.
1996 – 2005 Board member for An Tuireann Arts Centre.
1997 – Artistic Director for Skye and Lochalsh New Music Festival.
1998 – 2000 Vice Chairman for An Tuireann Arts Centre.
1998 – 2003 Member of the British Academy of Composers and Songwriters.
2000 – 2005 Chairman of the Board of Directors, An Tuireann Arts Centre.
2006 – 2007 Board member – HI~Arts
2007 – Advisor to the Board of An Tuireann Arts Centre
2009 – Board member of PVA MediaLab, Bridport, Dorset
2009 – Chair of PVA MediaLab, Bridport, Dorset
2011 – Chair of Reach Dorset – theraputic arts activities for people with mental health issues.

Marc is an artist assessor (music) for Arts Council England
 

You can email Marc through the CONTACT page

To view Marc’s paintings and drawings, please visit the GALLERY

For information about forthcoming premieres, performances, events and news, please visit CONCERTS
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